Dedicated to Carl Ludwig Siege1 on the occasion of his 80th birthday
The Main Result
We consider here real functions of x =(xi, * a , x,) in W" which are periodic of period 21r in each variable, i.e., functions defined on the torus R, and on fl we consider the constant coefficient operator Let g : R X W -+ W be a C" function periodic in x such that (1) gu(x, u)>O for all x , u .
Our purpose is to find a real C" periodic function u on the torus satisfying the first-order differential equation (2) A u + g ( x , u ) = 0.
We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution to exist. In the study of such problems one usually encounters difficulty with small divisorsin trying to invert A using Fourier series. It is because of (1) that this difficulty can be avoided. Let N ( A ) = { u E L2 I A u = 0) (to be understood in the distribution sense). Let P denote the L z projection on N ( A ) . P has the important property that Pf 2 0 when f Z 0 (this follows from the fact that
~=lim,,+, ( I + A A ) -~) .
Since ~( 1 ) = I, P is a contraction in L". Our main result is the following. Observe first that since (Au, u ) = O for every u, it follows easily that R(A)
Proof:
and N(A) are orthogonal.
Necessity.
If u is a solution of (2) we have P g ( x , u ) = 0 .
g(x, &f) + 6 5 g(x, u ) 5 g(x, a) -6 .
Pg(x, &f) + 6 5 Pg(x, u) s Pg(x, a) -6 Let l\;i>sup u, M<inf u ; then for some S > O Therefore, by the properties of P mentioned earlier.
Uniqueness follows from the maximum principle.
Sufficiency. To prove existence we approximate (2) by
and we show that (2,) has a solution. First we derive an a priori bound for the solution of (2,) with the aid of the maximum principle, used in a slightly unusual manner. The following lemma plays an essential role.
LEMMA 1. The set of functions of the form

A u + { , ~E C -, c E C m n N ( A ) ,
is dense in the space C of continuous functions on R.
norm by a real finite trigonometric sum 
., This is because the linear elliptic operator on the left-hand side is invertible.
By the maximum principle the solution is unique. Since g(x, a) = g(x, fi) and
5 M and thus u, is also a solution of (2,) . Using the maximum principle we now obtain bounds for all derivatives of u, independent of E. Indeed, if we differentiate (2,) with respect to xz we find Since g,,(x, u , ) Z a > O and Igx,(x, u,)l is bounded, we obtain a bound for max (a/dxi)u, and for min (a/axi)u. If we keep differentiating (2,) we see that the C k norm of u, is bounded independent of E , for k = 1,2, * -* . We may therefore let E + 0 through a sequence, and obtain a limit solution u E C" concluding the proof of Theorem 1.
We illustrate Theorem 1 by two examples. EXAMPLE 1. Assume a', a 2 , . -. , a" are linearly independent over the rationals (i.e., a -k = 0 with k E 2" implies k = 0). Then (2) has empty interior in L2. Consider Example 2 with g independent of x, continuous, nondecreasing, lgl bounded; set g, = lim,,,, g(u). Suppose that f(x) E R ( A + B ) ; then one has necessarily, for every r E LO, 2~1 ,
g -5 -
I l r n f ( r + s, s ) ds S g+ .
2T 0
But the set of all such f has empty interior in L2. Assume g is continuous in (x, u ) and nondecreasing in u. If ( 3 ) holds, then (2) has at least one solution u E L".
By a solution of (2) we now mean a function u E L" such that A u EL" (in the distribution sense) and (2) holds a.e. As E 0 we have for every u E C2 (4) By a density argument (via convolution by smooth functions) we see that (4) holds for every u e L m such that A~E L ' . In particular, we can insert u = u -tw in (4) where t > 0 and w E C2; dividing by t and letting t+O we find (Au + g(x, u))w dx 5 0 for all w E C2 , and consequently Au + g(x, u ) = 0.
In general, uniqueness does not hold; however if u and z' i are two solutions of ( 2 ) , we have u -l i E N ( A ) and g(x, u ) = g(x, a). This is because r J (g(x, u ) -g(x, ii))(u -a) dx = 0-which implies g(x, u ) = g(x, 12) a.e. n 3. We can even solve (2) for some functions g which are discontinuous in u. For simplicity we consider only equations of the form
where p is a maximal monotone graph in R and f E C. By a solution of (5) we mean a function U E L " such that A~E L " and (5) holds a.e. Let R ( P ) be the range of p and set p-= inf R ( P ) (possibly p-= -a), p+ = sup R ( P ) (possibly p+ = +a). Therefore there exists a solution uA EL" of
AuA+PA(uA)=f.
We note that Indeed if uA were a C' function, we could apply the maximum principle to (7): at a point where uA achieves its maximum, P A ( u A ) also achieves its maximum and there we have PA(uA) = f. this argument can be made rigorous by approximating PA by smooth functions to. which Theorem 1 applies;
passing to the limit we obtain a solution of (7) satisfying (8). Thus any solution of (7) satisfies (8) CLAIM. I uAl 5 C independent of A.
We shall obtain such an upper bound for uA-a similar argument yields a lower bound. [+PRSP+-S so that lZp+-$S. By (7) we obtain
Again with the aid of the maximum principle-which can be justified as above-we find that uA 5 (CI + 2 max 1 1 1 1 for 0 < A < A. . ( f -A u ) -( f -A i i ) ] ( u -i i ) B O a. e., that is (Au-Aii)(u-C)SO a.e. Since, on the other hand, 1).
we conclude that (Au-Aii)(u-ii)=O a.e. By Lemma 2 it follows that Au=Aii a.e. Theorem 3 is proved. 
(Added in proofs)
. We now present an existence theorem for in which g is not required to be monotone. We wish to express our thanks to H. Amann for useful discussions.
THEOREM 2'. Let gE C ( R ) be locally of bounded variation; let f E C(i2).
Assume that, for some S > 0,
Then there exists a solution u E La of (2').
Proof: We first construct super and sub solutions Liz&, i.e., functions
To this end let M be such that By Lemma 1 we may write By adding a large constant to ii we may always suppose that ii h M. We have Pf = P l + PR = 5 + PR and consequently l S l h , , + ,
Hence
Aii + g( 6 ) -f = -6 -R + g( ii) 2 0. Similarly we construct u which we may always take to satisfy _u S ii.
Now we use a monotone iteration scheme. Let gl, g2 E C(R) be nondecreasing, bounded functions such that g = g , -g , on [min _u, max 273. We shall solve u = (I+ gl + A)-'(f+ u + gz(u)) = Tu 3 using the fact that T is order preserving (note that I+ gl + A is invertible in L2: A is maximal monotone, gl is monotone continuous and thus A + g l is maximal monotone). Since _u, ii are sub and super solutions we see easily that -u 9 T' , ii 2 Tii. Consequently the sequences u, = T"(u), u, = T"(ii) satisfy u, S u n , u , f , v,L. Hence both sequences u,, u, converge to functions u, ii in g 5 _u 5 ii 5 ii and g and ii are generalized solutions of (2').
The argument may be extended also to g(x, u ) under appropriate assumptions.
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1, in particular in our derivation of an upper bound for the solution of ( 2 E ) , we decomposed g(x,I%)=-Au+l+R. For E sufficiently small, the function ii = I%+ u +max (ul is in fact a super solution of ( 2 E ) .
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